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Senior Vets Get Requisition Slips

Veterans graduating in August should pick up caps and gowns requisitions before commencement, the Veterans Office announced this week. Veterans must still pay the deposit out of their own pockets. This deposit will be completely refunded upon receipt of the requisition when the caps and gowns are turned in.

Heating Plant Digging Begins

The Watts Construction Co., Toledo, has begun excavation for the first unit of the new central heating plant, being built west of the Bowling Green campus at a cost of $300,000. Bids on the second unit will be advertised late this summer several times in the past.

Senior Assemble In Gate Theatre

Senior Vets...
HEAVENLY MUSIC: From the Summer Choir at the concert this month. Richard Kranz, who graduates in August, will marry Ethel Hall in September. Frank Huntley, Theta Chi, will marry Gene Giglio this month. Joe Puchalla, SAE, and Virginia Clayton, and John Hersland, SAE, both grads, will marry Gene Giglio this month.

FAREWELL: After that I'll be ready to transfer to Lima (Mental Hospital, that is) and for the most part did an admirable job. It was the writing and direction that seemed to give the feeling of "slightly amateurish" production. The first play was the old chestnut about the fellow who dressed up like a woman to get laughs and a non-spouting grandmother. It was called "Mama's Boy" and was directed by Lawrence Day. As director, he did quite well with what he had to work with, but he seemed to over-direct most of the show. Aside from their over-directing, the cast did fairly well. Bob Marsh in the bit part of a detective and Libbie Arngrander as the grandmother were standouts. The praise in vain to overcome the playwright's title lapses and is a mixed Peterson's "There's more to see than meets the eye," and Ralph Dillee's wacky line, "Mother! Not you too? What next?" Janet Thomas and Alice Kuhn seemed to be the closing performance of East Lynne," but both will show promise in the future. The second play, a hunk of balderdash called "Fixers," was directed by Charles Doebel. It was the opening scene which should make for a strong season. Darrel Palmer, our other teammate, that,...
La Follette Stresses Education On Fur East

By John Chapman

As a member of one of the debating societies at the University of Wisconsin I was able to formulate many ideals which greatly contributed to the broadening of my life and thinking," Col. Philip F. La Follette said during his lecture last Wednesday.

According to his knowledge of the Far East, he said that there should be little fear for a third service in the Far East. The story about the Japanese people in which they must "first be true to themselves." We must be true to our traditions but must complete recovery will require times and labors of the nofly.(better known as the nofly or wingless fly). Those that came, left with the things they didn't want to shake my hand. They lived exclusively as nature boys—sleeping out-of-doors, doing much study and laboratory research. Mr. Wood's X noflies. He believes that the high degree of leadership necessary for reconstruction of Germany's broken economy should be comparable to that shown by General MacArthur in his work with the Japanese.

OBALTIONS

So do life insurance needs.
Your program should be examined at least once a program in the Journalism Department will be the adviser.
In three years of reporting for a college newspaper there is much to look back and remember. There was one for the story for a green cub—Sigmia Chi came on campus and the boys were so happy they would hardly hold still for their picture. The mild excitement when the 1947 class elections were invalidat- ed because of irregular actions on the part of some candidates also proved to be a good item for this reporter's scrapbook.
Pacemakers Win Crowd Shade Sigma Chi, 11-10 In Free-Scoring Battle

The Pacemakers emerged as champs of the summer softball league by default following the Sigma Chi 11-10 in the playoff game held last Wednesday night.

Sigma Chi had defeated the Pacemakers by an identical score of 11-10 in the tournament to gain a right to play the league play champion Pacemakers. The Sigs collected 16 hits, four of them by Sluggers McFarland, Council, and Mr. Right, and Murphy had three. Share was the winning hurler while Roob was the loser in the tourney tilt.

In the Championship play-off game the Pacemakers' ace out of PKAs, snapped back to life and scored outs the Sigs 11-10. Sigma Chi out the Pacemakers to the tune of 18 to 16 but couldn't dent the plate for the extra marker. Roob chalked up the win while Charlie Share dropped down the loss. Nelson and Wright were the hitting stars for the winners, each garnering three hits, while Harmon and Mattick were the, extra hits for the Sigs.

The consolation tournament won by the Skashers as they polished the Crowthers 21-7. The win resulted as the Skashers pulled a fast double play and erased a scoring threat of the Crowthers.

Five regulars of last year's squad have repered in camp for the 1949 season. The jump was done by Bob Frasson of Boston College, Bob Frasson of Cleveland, Bob Frasson of Western Reserve, Bob Frasson of Indiana, Bob Frasson of Notre Dame, and Bob Frasson of the University of Wisconsin. The Sigs collected 16 hits, four of them by Sluggers McFarland, Council, and Mr. Right, and Murphy had three. Share was the winning hurler while Roob was the loser in the tourney tilt.
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